The fever-inducing effect of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) is well known, and human blood is extremely responsive to this pyrogen. Recently, the safety of LPS-containing food supplements and probiotic drugs as immune-stimulants has been questioned, although these products are orally taken and do not reach the bloodstream undigested. The concerns are understandable, as endotoxaemia is a pathological condition, but the oral uptake of probiotic products containing LPS or Gram-negative bacteria does not pose a health risk, based on the available scientific evidence, as is reviewed here. The available methods developed to detect LPS and other pyrogens are mostly used for quality control of parentally applied therapeuticals. Their outcome varies considerably when applied to food supplements, as demonstrated in a simple comparative experiment. Products containing different Escherichia coli strains can result in vastly different results on their LPS content, depending on the method of testing. This is an inherent complication to pyrogen testing, which hampers the communication that the LPS content of food supplements is not a safety concern. Keywords: LPS, probiotic, safety, oral intake, endotoxaemia, E. coli
Introducing LPS in Health and Disease
Immunomodulators and food supplements based on bacterial cultures of Gram-negative bacteria, for example containing live Escherichia coli bacteria, are generally well-tolerated products for treatment of human gastrointestinal functional disorders. Due to the nature of these products, they inevitably contain bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS). The amount of LPS present depends on the amount and identity of the bacteria or on the treatment that the bacteria have undergone during production.
Bacterial LPS, also known as endotoxin, has been described in association with a number of diseases, including liver damage [1] , neurological degeneration (Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's disease), chronic inflammation of the gut, and diabetes [2] . If an animal is injected with LPS, this will generate a fever, which makes LPS a pyrogenic substance. Nevertheless, the animal gut is the natural environment for large amounts of Gram-negative bacteria that naturally produce LPS, notably members of the phyla Bacteroidetes and, with smaller numbers, Proteobacteria. Thus, a substance that is produced by our natural microflora can cause fever in minute amounts, and is associated with a wide range of diseases, some of which are age-related (neurological degeneration), others life-style or dietary dependent (diabetes and alcoholrelated liver diseases), while yet others may have a genetic component (chronic inflammation). What that means for the safety of probiotics and food supplements that contain a significant amount of LPS is the subject of this contribution.
LPS produces fever via activation of an immunological response involving factors in the blood (complement and Toll-like receptors) that initiate the production of prostaglandins and send signals to the brain to increase body temperature [3] . The link between LPS and neurological diseases is formed by an inflammatory response, which LPS can induce as will be discussed in a following section, while inflammation is also one of the likely triggers for the conditions affecting the brain. However, a direct link between LPS exposure and neurological consequences has only been shown in mice, and even in that model the results are inconsistent [4] . Chronic inflammation is also the key in the link between LPS and diabetes, although in this case the story is complex with many confounding factors [5] .
In this contribution, the fate of LPS in a healthy and diseased body is briefly discussed, based on available recent literature studies. In the last part, detection methods of LPS in food supplements are reviewed, and experimental results are exemplary presented.
What is LPS and What Does it Do?
LPS is a structural component of a bacterial cell; it consists of long chains of sugar moieties (the polysaccharide part) that are covalently connected to lipids. These chains form a dense network that shields the outside of bacteria, forming a gelatinous layer that is attached to the bacterial surface. LPS is the product of enzymes; thus, there are no genes encoding for LPS, but there are genes coding for the enzymes that produce these biomolecules. Its function is to keep the direct outside of bacteria moist and slightly negatively charged, and to shield off compounds that may damage the cell, while the layer is loose enough to let nutrients pass. The real, physical border that separates the inside of a bacterial cell from the outside world is its membrane, a double lipid layer interspersed with proteins, to which LPS is connected via lipid A, a phosphorylated lipid. The toxicity of LPS is mainly due to this lipid A, while the polysaccharides are less toxic. In Gram-negative bacteria, LPS is anchored to the outer membrane via lipid A.
Bacteria release LPS fragments in their environment, while this layer is constantly renewed to maintain its integrity. Humans, like all eukaryotes, have evolved in the presence of bacteria, and since LPS covers the outside of many bacteria, all other living organisms have learned to deal with LPS [6] . In the gut, intestinal phosphatase is produced, which detoxifies lipid A by the removal of phosphate [7] . Some immune cell types of mammals have learned to recognize lipid A and can strongly react to its presence.
Our body is a scaffold for the bacteria that grow on and inside us; bacteria cover all surfaces that are in contact to the outside world. These surfaces are patrolled by immune cells such as monocytes to keep the bacterial population in check, and these cells communicate with each other, with deeper tissue, and with the bacteria that are present; this communication takes place at a molecular level via chemical signals. One of the signals that bacteria produce that is picked up by mammalian cells is LPS. In fact, LPS is a strong immunostimulant, and so is lipid A [6] .
LPS is a Strong Immunostimulant
Although all our outer and inner surfaces are covered by a wide variety of bacteria, deeper tissue should remain free of them. Muscle, fat, nerves, organs, and bones should not contain significant numbers of live bacteria, as their presence could result in severe damage. The body is constantly on the alert to prevent what is typically described as 'infection'. When bacteria reach deeper tissue, which they can do for a variety of reasons, their presence is detected by guarding immune cells that send cytokines as chemical signals to alert other cells, after which recruited killer cells destroy the bacteria and clean up damaged tissue. Monocytes also differentiate into macrophages after they are stimulated by the presence of bacteria. The combined response of producing immune signals, recruiting killer cells, and cleaning up invading bacteria, together with local cell debris, is described as 'inflammation'. The name reminds of the heat that is often generated during this process, which the body employs as it limits bacterial growth and increases effectiveness of the immune attack.
LPS is recognized by immunocytes via Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), to which it binds with high affinity. This induces immune cells to produce pro-inflammatory cytokines that trigger inflammation. In particular, immune cells in the blood are highly sensitive to LPS, as the bloodstream would be a perfect mode of transport for bacteria to spread through the body, which the immune system tries to avoid at all costs. When bacteria happen to multiply in the bloodstream (the serious condition of bacterial or infection-induced sepsis), a strong inflammatory response results, and when this response overshoots, it actually causes more damage than the bacteria would do. This is what happens during a septic shock, which can lead to organ failure and death of the patient. One of the triggers that can induce a septic shock is bacterial LPS [8, 9] .
Inflammation is a complex process with many players. It is tightly regulated so that it can quickly be called upon to raise a strong immune attack when needed, but it also has to shut down in time, for which suppressors are actively produced, and cells are reprogrammed after they performed their necessary tasks [10] .
Although LPS is a strong immunostimulant that can induce inflammation, fever, and septic shock, potentially leading to death of the patient, in small doses it can also have positive effects. The immunostimulative effect of LPS has been employed in vaccines, where it was used as an adjuvant. Low levels of endotoxin present in vaccines and other immunotherapeutics lead to TLR activation, with an improved immunization and drug effect as desired outcomes. Acceptable low levels of LPS 'contaminants' with adjuvant activity have been named Innate Immune Response Modulation Impurities (IIRMIs) [11, 12] .
Can LPS from Bacteria in the Gut Reach the Bloodstream?
It has been estimated that the human colon contains approximately 1-kilogram bacterial mass (10 12 -10 13 cells). When all these bacteria would produce between 2 and 50 femtograms of LPS, as has been experimentally determined for E. coli [13] , this would amount to between 2 and 50 mg LPS in total. Since not all bacteria produce that much LPS, the amount in the gut is likely to be lower. Nevertheless, much higher estimates have been given, of between 10 and 50 grams of endotoxin in a healthy gut [14] . The lethal dose of intravenously injected LPS can be as low as 1 to 2 micrograms [15] . Very low amounts, up to 5 picogram LPS per mL blood, can be circulating in the bloodstream of a healthy person without side effects [16] . Thus, a normal gut contains between a thousand and a million times more LPS than the lethal dose, an apparent paradox that is explained by compartmentalization-the body will keep LPS inside the gut where it does no harm.
All epithelial surfaces have been selected for during evolution to provide an effective barrier against toxic substances. Gut bacteria and their LPS do not normally damage the epithelial cells lining the gut, as long as these bacteria stay on the lumen side, as demonstrated in early experiments with intestinal segments from rats. Toxicity only arises when LPS reaches the basal side of epithelial cells that normally face deeper tissue [17] . Such a situation can occur when in the gut conditions arise that break the safety barrier, so that bacteria penetrate the mucus, pass through or in between cells, and reach the basal membrane of enterocytes and deeper tissue. Pathogens (for instance, invasive bacteria) frequently employ specific strategies to reach deeper tissue. In the natural course of events, immune cells will detect the invaders and deal with them. In a minority of cases, bacteria may reach the bloodstream, and if they produce high amounts of LPS, septic shock can be the ultimate consequence. A weak immune system increases the chance that this serious complication develops, as a result of bacterial infection, because necessary checks and balances, required to raise an immune response exactly strong enough to resolve the infection, may not function properly. Young infants, in particular neonates whose immune system is not yet fully developed, the very old, and severely ill patients, as well as immunosuppressed individuals, are at higher risk, especially if their skin or mucous surfaces are permanently perforated, for instance by a catheter. Likewise, a damaged, cancerous or inflamed gut may allow bacteria to enter the bloodstream.
Although an intact gut does not allow LPS to pass the mucus and enter deeper tissue, and LPS cannot move by itself, it may hitchhike on transport systems of the gut's endothelial cells; this probably explains why blood LPS levels temporarily rise following a fatty meal, even in healthy individuals [18] . Whether a long-term high-fat diet raises levels of LPS in blood permanently is not consistently shown, with methodological weaknesses possibly being responsible for contradictory results [19] . Any LPS leaving the gut is rapidly redirected to the liver, where it is degraded [20] . When gut lesions are present, it is likely that more LPS reached the bloodstream. Nevertheless, under most conditions, of all LPS produced by bacteria residing in the gut, only a tiny fraction may reach the bloodstream from which it will be rapidly cleared. Only when live bacteria can get into the bloodstream (as some pathogens can do), their LPS can overload the natural protective responses. A sudden exposure to high amounts of LPS is toxic for most cells.
The Fate of LPS that Reaches the Bloodstream
The fate of LPS or LPS-covered bacteria, once they enter the bloodstream, has been studied in detail in mice. Since the protective response against invasive bacteria is strongly conserved between different mammals, the results are by and largely comparable to the human situation, with the exception of patients with severely impaired immune responses.
Free LPS in the blood is rapidly bound to LPS-binding protein, LBP [21] . When unnaturally high doses of LPS were experimentally injected into the colon of mice by means of a rectal enema, it did not result in a local inflammatory reaction, but in the small intestine, indeed inflammation occurred, associated with some tissue damage. After continuing this treatment for five days, the inflammation disappeared, indicating that a sudden increase of LPS in the gut initiates a local but temporary inflammatory reaction [22] .
When LPS was directly injected into the bloodstream of mice, it was removed by the liver [23] . By means of fluorescently labelled LPS, it could be demonstrated how the bloodstream was rapidly cleared and how LPS accumulated in the liver where it was broken down [24] . In humans, plasma proteins bind LPS and transfer this to lipoproteins and other acceptors [25] .
Although all Gram-negative bacteria produce LPS, not all elicit an equally strong immunological reaction. For instance, a probiotic E. coli strain (DSM 17252) could be injected into the bloodstream of mice without any deleterious effects [26] . These experiments were performed to demonstrate that these E. coli cells preferentially colonize cancer tissue, a characteristic that can actually have diagnostic or therapeutic applications, but the point to note here is that, despite injecting these viable Gram-negative bacteria into the veins of mice, the animals did not suffer from inflammation or septic shock.
Enodotoxaemia and LPS Tolerance
The term 'endotoxaemia' is used for LPS (endotoxin) originating from the gut that ends up in the blood. As already mentioned, low levels of LPS in blood are perfectly normal. Endotoxaemia is a pathological condition that results from increased intestinal permeability, which can for instance occur during the development of various liver diseases [27] . Alcohol-related liver disease is accompanied with increased LPS levels in the blood [1] . This, and liver conditions not caused by alcohol (e.g., viral hepatitis infections), can result in severe shifts in the gut bacteria, called dysbiosis, with members of the Firmicutes group decreasing and Gram-negative Bacteroidetes increasing; other causes can also result in such a dysbiosis. As particular bacterial species assist in maintaining gut epithelial integrity, a severe intestinal dysbiosis can eventually result in permeability of the gut, with LPS reaching the blood stream, being transported to the liver, and worsening the condition [27] . However, initially, the dysbiosis seems to be a result, not a cause of the liver damage. It should be noted that not the high numbers of intestinal Gram-negative bacteria per se but the increased permeability of the gut is at the basis of endotoxaemia.
Endotoxaemia has also been described in individuals not suffering from liver disease. The condition is now discussed in relation to obesity, diabetes and metabolic syndrome, chronic fatigue, and many other conditions [2] . However, the methods by which LPS is detected in the blood are criticized for being imprecise [28] . Reported LPS levels detected in blood vary considerably between individuals and between methods [29] . It would be difficult to explain how endotoxaemia could be responsible for this wide variety of diseases and conditions, whose incidences have strongly increased over the past decades, while LPS-carrying bacteria have always colonized the intestine. It is quite possible that the bacterial composition in the gut of people living in a modern westernized society has changed, compared to, for example, a century ago.
However, severe changes in the gut microbiome of a large fraction of the population during the past two or three decades are less likely. And even if they had occurred, there must be external factors responsible for these shifts (for instance changes in diet and habits), so that these underlying external factors could just as likely be responsible for the obesity, diabetes, metabolic syndrome, chronic fatigue, and all other conditions and diseases, for which a certain amount of LPS in the blood of these patients is sometimes held responsible [2] .
The body can learn from experience, and the adaptive immune system is trained from birth to learn how to respond to stimuli. The learning ability of immune cells means that cells become less sensitive to LPS when they are constantly exposed to low levels. This is called endotoxin or LPS tolerance, a condition that already rises after frequent exposure to low levels of LPS [30] . Endotoxin tolerance results in two effects, of which the first has been known for over 70 years; it results in a form of immunesuppression that protects against cytokine-induced damage [30] . The pyrogenic (fever-inducing) effect of LPS quickly wanes off with repeated administration of LPS, an effect observed in animals and humans alike. The evolutionary importance of LPS tolerance is obvious from the fact that the condition also induces cross-tolerance to bacterial pyrogens other than LPS; this reduces the damage of too strong an immune reaction to other immunogens. LPS-tolerated animals will suffer less from septic shock compared to LPS naïve animals. However, LPS tolerance also results in a second effect that was more recently discovered; it protects animals against systemic infection. When LPS-tolerated animals were challenged with an invasive pathogen such as Salmonella enterica or Staphylococcus aureus, these pathogens were less able to spread and become systemic. Thus, LPS intolerance not only dampens (part of) the immune system to protect against septic shock, but it also supports the immune system, by inhibiting pathogens from spreading [30] .
The exact nature of LPS varies between bacterial species and even strains. Although LPS-tolerance is relatively non-specific, variable responses have been demonstrated. This could be expected, since the response of human blood to LPS also varies depending on the bacterial source [28] . LPS produced by Bacteroides dorei (a bacterial species that in the gut has been associated with type I diabetes) differs from LPS produced by E. coli. This difference is important for the onset of autoimmune diseases (to which type I diabetes belongs). Children with relatively high LPS levels from B. dorei in their stools during their first three years of life had a higher chance for autoimmune diseases compared to children with high levels of E. coli-derived LPS [31] . The authors were able to show that the latter, but not the B. dorei-derived LPS, dampened the immune response enough to prevent autoimmune diseases, at least in young children. LPS tolerance could not be induced with 'bad' LPS by B. dorei. This implies that exposure at a young age to a certain degree of 'good' LPS in the gut is actually required for the development of a healthy immune system.
Monitoring LPS Concentrations in Pharmaceuticals
Since LPS concentrations in the bloodstream should be kept to a minimum, it is no surprise that the absence of this and other fever-inducing substances from injected therapeuticals is carefully monitored. According to the European Pharmacopoeia [32], the limit of endotoxin that can be tolerated in parenterally administered substances is 5 endotoxin units (EU) per kg body mass. This specification leads to a maximum tolerable endotoxin amount of 350 EU per individual (based on a body mass of 70 kg), or a tolerance of 350 EU/mL for a parenteral product where a single dose would comprise 1 mL. There is no limit available for endotoxin present in orally administered products.
With such strict limits, the quantitative determination of pyrogens, including LPS, in parenterally administered substances is highly important. The first fever-causing agents were identified in 1912 by Hort and Penfold, who were also the first to design a pyrogen test based on injection into rabbits [33] . For decades, this life rabbit test has been the gold standard of pyrogen testing, but the high demand of these tests and ethical considerations about animal use initiated the development of alternative tests, as reviewed elsewhere [34] . The situation improved with the development of the Limulus Amoebocyte Lysate (LAL) test (also known as bacterial endotoxin test [BET]) [35] . This test, which was introduced to clinical medicine in 1970 [36] , is based on lysed amoebocytes obtained from the hemolymph of horseshoe crabs. These cells mostly respond to the lipid A moiety of LPS. LAL technology eventually replaced the test using live rabbits. It has been estimated that over 90% of pyrogenic testing is performed by LAL [37] . Nevertheless, the LAL test has a number of disadvantages: (1) it still requires an animal as the source of reagents, (2) the cells can be stimulated by glucan, a component of the cellulose filters that are used in vaccine production, resulting in false-positive results, and (3) vaccines (the products typically tested for the absence of pyrogenic substances) often contain aluminum hydroxide that interferes with the LAL test, resulting in false-negatives. In addition, a major shortcoming is that the cells only respond to LPS and not to a number of other substances that can also induce fever in humans. This was true for the rabbit blood test (which LAL replaced) as well, as rabbit blood is also less responsive to Gram-positive bacteria than human blood. Obviously, with a test that does not detect all pyrogens, fever-inducing contaminations may remain undetected.
Within the last decades, animal welfare became a serious issue, and the replacement of animal tests with non-animal technology became a target. Eventually, a test based on human whole blood was developed as an alternative to the LAL test, which became known as Monocyte Activation Test (MAT). Since MAT uses human blood cells, it has the advantage that it responds to all pyrogens that potentially induce fever in humans [38] . With the use of frozen blood cells (cryo-based blood assays), accessibility to freshly drawn human blood was no longer needed, and individual variation was minimized [39] . Developments did not stop there, as the production of recombinant horseshoe crab clotting factor C (rFC) [43] allowed novel in vitro ELISA tests to become available. However, these tests do not overcome the limitation that horse shoe crab enzymes do not respond to all pyrogenic substances in the same manner as human blood does, and currently, recombinant-protein based testing is only performed in a minority of routine testing laboratories.
Is it Safe to Ingest LPS?
Most pyrogenic testing is performed to avoid contamination of products that will be administered by injection, but there are no safety limits for LPS in foodstuffs or food supplements, as oral intake does not result in fever or other known side effects.
Few people would voluntarily swallow purified LPS, but some probiotic products contain large numbers of viable Gram-negative E. coli bacteria, and these products inevitably contain LPS. The quantitative effect of this extra LPS in the gut is negligible. According to the most accurate estimate, the human gut of an 'average' 70 kg reference person contains approximately 3.8 × 10 13 bacterial cells [44] . Proteobacteria, to which E. coli belong, make up about 4.5% of these, though this fraction can increase to 15% in an inflamed gut during dysbiosis [45] . Even during that condition, these numbers are still low compared to the other Gram-negative phylum that is more abundantly present in the gut, the Bacteroidetes; these typically make up 65% of a healthy microbiome [45] . These two LPS-producing phyla together would represent approximately 2.6 × 10 13 cells. Obviously, a regular intake of a probiotic based on E. coli, such as Mutaflor W or Symbioflor 2 W , with a typical daily dose of 10 7 to 10 9 cells, would not make any difference to these numbers, or to the amount of LPS they produce. There is a negligible risk for such products to raise the chance of endotoxaemia or to result in other negative side effects.
Difficulties with Quantitative LPS Determination in Bacterial Food Supplements
The performance of currently available LPS quantitative tests was compared in a small study of 6 commercial products (probiotics or autovaccines that are sold for their immunomodulant activities) that contain bacteria or bacterial components and could be expected to contain LPS.
In a first experiment, performed by an accredited laboratory, the classical LAL test was performed as described in Chapter 2.6.14 ("Bacterial Endodoxins") and the MAT as in Chapter 2.6.30 ("Monocyte-activation test") of the European Pharmacopoeia [32] . The latter test was performed using cryo-preserved peripheral blood mononuclear cells in combination with ELISA detection of IL-6. The sensitivity of the MAT method turned out to be approximately 0.1 endotoxin equivalent units per mL. The third method used was performed with a commercial test product that is based on recombinant horseshoe crab clotting factor C (rFC). The test has a sensitivity of 0.01 endotoxin units (EU) per mL, as declared by the vendor; in Chapter 5.1.10 of the European Pharmacopoeia ("Guidelines for using the test for bacterial endotoxins") [32], a sensitivity of 0.05 EU/mL is given. The results of this pilot study are summarized in Table 1 .
Product 1 is a probiotic product containing a suspension of viable Gram-positive bacteria (Enterococcus faecalis); two production batches were compared, which produced similar results. Product 2 is a probiotic that contains viable E. coli bacteria, which explains the high amount of endotoxin that was determined. Two batches were analyzed that differed by a factor of 1.8 (as per LAL), ≥0.65 (as per MAT) or 1.5 (as per rFC test). Inter-test comparisons produced higher findings by MAT than by LAL or rFC. Product 3 is an immunostimulant and contains a mixture of the heat-inactivated bacteria of products 1 and 2. The amount of endotoxin measured here was 10 to 20 times lower than that in product 2, with higher amounts in batch 1 compared to batch 2, for all three methods. However, the rFC test turned out to be insensitive to the endotoxin of product 3, resulting in more than 100-times lower values compared to MAT. Again, MAT recorded the highest values for endotoxin units, which is consistent with the findings for product 2, as the main LPS source in product 3 is the same E. coli strain as that in product 2. Product 4 is also a probiotic containing inactivated E. coli, but a different strain to that of products 2 and 3. The results suggest that the inactivation completely destroyed all LPS, as the final product did not contain endotoxin above the detection levels of the tests. Product 5, on the other hand, contained very high amounts of endotoxin, which was to be expected, as this is a probiotic with yet another strain of viable E. coli cells. Again, the rFC test performed rather poorly, as it detected 5.4-times lower endotoxin levels than LAL. Note that this was not the case with Product 2. The different E. coli strains present in products 2 and 5 apparently affected the performance of the different tests. It can be concluded that LAL can produce higher scores than MAT with one strain, but lower scores with another strain of E. coli. Lastly, two extracts of different E. coli strains were tested in products 6 and 7 that are administered as nasal spray as immunostimulants (autovaccines). Surprisingly, the endotoxin of these strains could hardly be detected by MAT; this suggests that the endotoxin present in these extracts would not be pyrogenic to humans. Nevertheless, much higher scores were obtained with LAL and rFC, whereby the endotoxin levels detected by LAL in these extracts were 20 times higher than the rFC findings.
The range of the resulting outcomes is rather extreme, and the precision of the reported findings widely varies as well. Some results are highly precise (105.1 ± 4.9 EEU/mL for MAT, product 3, batch 2) but other samples resulted in an inacceptable error rate with the same method (147.8 ± 426.2 EEU/mL for MAT, same product 3, batch 1). Other reported results are highly imprecise and at most provide a rough estimate on the endotoxin content only (>4000 or <200). Some results are even close to meaningless, like <5000 (which can be anything from zero to 4999 EU/mL) or even <100,000. Normally, such results would be inacceptable in a scientific publication, but they are included here because this is a typical output from an accredited laboratory, using standardized and internationally accepted methods.
A selection of the products was also analyzed by a second, independent, accredited laboratory. This laboratory reported the results for three different dilutions and kindly calculated the mean values of these measurements, although they were not true replicates. Whether replicates had been performed, as the EU standard dictates [46], was not clear. Only when a test is repeated as independent, truly replicate experiments, calculation of a mean and standard deviation would be acceptable.
The results obtained from this second analysis are summarized in Table 2 . The reported results are corrected for the stated dilution factor.
Again, there is variation in the results, but within one method and product, the variation between the different dilutions is not as extensive as those reported by the first laboratory. In general, MAT results report much higher values than either LAL or the rFC test. The expected highest endotoxin content of product 2 was confirmed in all three tests, and a lower content in product 1 (Gram-positive bacteria only) compared to product 3 (Gram-positive plus Gram-negative bacteria) was also confirmed, but only by LAL. Between the three different test assays, a three-fold difference was found for product 2 (highest values were reported by MAT, lowest by LAL). For product 1, MAT reported 10,000 times higher concentrations than LAL, while the results from rFC were inconclusive. For product 3, there were few finite results to be compared, but LAL apparently detected 2.5 times more endotoxin than MAT did, for the same dilution. Thus, depending on the product, either MAT (product 2) or LAL (product 3) detected more endotoxin.
A comparison between the results of the two laboratories for product 2 is acceptable. The >4000 EEU/mL endotoxin present in product 2, determined by MAT (lab 1) roughly corresponded with 3800-5800 EU/mL determined in lab 2 with the same method, acknowledging that the analysed production batches of the product had not been identical. For this product 2, the order of magnitude of endotoxin detected by the rFC tests was also similar between both labs (903-1371 EU and 1010-1570 EU for lab 1 and 2, respectively), as were LAL results (928-1750 EU and 499-746 EU for lab 1 and 2, respectively). An inter-laboratory comparison for the other two products is more problematic. The endotoxin results for product 1 as determined by LAL (<200 EU) by lab 1 are strictly speaking not conflicting the results from lab 2, but with their value between 0.01 and 0.08 EU/mL, it is highly questionable if the output of lab 1 was meaningful. The same is true for the output of <100 EU/mL endotoxin as determined by rFC for product 1, which by lab 2 was reported as E. coli extract ENR 2176116 <100,000 92 <5,000 a EEU: endotoxin equivalent units. The samples were diluted up to 4000 times in endotoxin-free water prior to testing with a dilution factor determined by pilot experiments. b Below the detection limit of the method.
<0.05 or <2.50 EU/mL. For product 3, the findings by MAT could not be compared due to their high spread (between 61-147 by lab 1, with an unacceptable error, and between <2.5 and 6.40 by lab 2).
Overall, these findings illustrate the difficulty in determining endotoxin in a given product, even if the product contains E. coli bacteria or components thereof. The findings with one test can vastly differ with results obtained by another method, depend on the E. coli strain being present, and also vary considerably between laboratories. That different bacterial species produce different types of LPS being able to evoke stronger or weaker human blood responses has been pointed out before [29] . Here, we observe that even for different strains of the same species (E. coli), there is no guarantee that their LPS is detected at equal levels in every test.
How can these rather imprecise results be explained, in view of the high accuracy, sensitivity, and reproducibility that are required for pyrogen testing in vaccine production? The limitations of LAL and other tests derived from horseshoe crab proteins were already discussed; their results do not always reflect the true pyrogenic potential of compounds to human blood. Both over-and under-reactivity can be obtained. In addition, these tests were developed and validated to determine very low amounts of endotoxin. Food supplements based on Gram-negative bacteria contain such vast amounts of LPS that they must be strongly diluted prior to analysis. This introduces inaccuracies that are not encountered in the tests performed for quality controlling parenteral products.
The outcome of this small comparison further demonstrates the struggle of producers of probiotics who aim for clear statements on the contents of their products, but who depend on external accredited laboratories for analyses, which do not report findings with sufficient reproducibility and do not clearly state the results of replicate analyses as a standard service.
Conclusions
When patients are diagnosed with endotoxaemia, where LPS is detected in unacceptable amounts in their blood, this should be taken seriously, as this may be an indication for liver damage. However, the deliberate intake of Gram-negative bacteria is not harmful as a result of bacterial LPS production, provided they are not pathogenic. LPS-producing bacteria are normal components of the intestinal microbiome of a healthy gut. Only in severe cases, where dysbiosis has severely distorted the ratio between Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria in the gut, may the latter be a source for clinical endotoxaemia, and further diagnosis would be required to identify the underlying cause. A dysbiosis cannot be induced by intake of products containing viable Gramnegative bacteria, as their numbers are too low to influence the overall ratio of Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria in the gut. Such products will not elevate LPS levels in the blood. A large meal high in fat can be expected to have a stronger endotoxemic effect than a dose of an E. coli-containing probiotic.
Some of the literature studies cited here is decades old, but that doesn't make the observations less valid. It has been known for nearly a century that LPS should not exceed low but critical levels in the bloodstream and that endotoxin has a high toxicity when injected. But that toxicity is not related to oral uptake, and this must be clearly communicated to a general public, so that unnecessary scares are avoided. There is no safe oral dose of LPS, for the simple reason that LPS is not toxic when ingested.
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